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efforts in creating experimental and specialized tools to
harness big data for grand challenges in science.
Due to their inter-disciplinarity, creating a common
language to facilitate understanding among diverse experts
is difficult. Moreover, disciplinary diversity naturally leads
to varying perspectives on project goals, which can make
consensus and team cohesiveness hard to achieve. As the
projects are multi-institutional, some participants are
collocated but most are not. Therefore, an imbalanced mix
of geographic proximity and distance challenges frequent
and effective communication during project execution.
Furthermore, dispersed participants in a big data project
do not depend on the project’s principal investigator (PI) for
performance evaluation and promotion within their
respective institutions. However, there is a need for
collaboration and contribution from everyone involved. This
means directing a dispersed multi-institutional project
involves a high transaction cost, in terms of managing time
delay and exercising interpersonal influence, higher than
that of a traditional brick-and-mortal corporation.
When the funding runs out, and the PI and co-PIs are not
able to secure continuing funding, the technology
development comes to a halt, and the participants disband
and look for other partnerships and funding opportunities.
The prototype technologies, if left online in an open source
fashion, may be adopted and adapted by other scientists. But
if they are overly niche and specialized, the usage beyond
the initial purpose may be limited. Then the big data project
becomes a one-off effort.
In addition, big data projects for e-science are made up of
academics (i.e., professors, post-docs, scientific computing
staff, graduate and undergraduate students at traditional
universities), whose full-time and main responsibilities are
not technology development and implementation for big
data analyses. They do big data projects because they are
inherently motivated to advance science. However, their
attention to big data projects are distracted by a range of
teaching responsibilities, service work, other projects’
demands, and course work for some.

Abstract—This paper discusses three critical matters in big
data projects for e-science, in which computer simulations,
computational visualizations, and mathematical modeling are
practiced as powerful methods to advance science. More
specifically, three different user groups are identified, and
their unique situations elaborated for developing project
methodologies sensitive to their differences. Furthermore,
‘technology development and technology use,’ as well as
‘technology and organizing’ are two parallel processes argued
as mutually constitutive within the individual pairs. Finally,
project methodologies should include organizational capacity
assessment and capacity building as strategic components to
increase big data projects’ likelihood of success in producing
intended outcomes.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the official establishment of the National Science
Foundation’s (NSF) Office of Cyberinfrastructure in 2006
[1], and its recent reinvention into the Division of Advanced
Cyberinfrastructure in 2012 [2], there has been a significant
investment and technological development in
cyberinfrastructure (CI) to enable data-intensive and
simulation-based e-science [3, 4]. The use of big data
simulation for scientific investigation, which is embedded
within the CI framework, has been hailed as “one of the
most successful modern methods for experimental scientific
discovery” [5, p. 30], an approach as equally powerful as
theoretical and experimental research. Behind all the
investments is the vision that effective CI diffusion (which
includes the non-linear stages of design, development,
adoption, use, implementation, and integration) will
revolutionize science and engineering research and
education in the U.S. [1, 6, 7, 8], keeping America a
competitive leader in the global landscape of the STEM
(science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields.
However, big data projects for e-science, in which
computational tools and cyberinfrastructure are developed,
face a unique set of challenges. These projects are usually
inter-disciplinary, multi-institutional, funded on a limited
basis (i.e., three to five years by NSF and other federal
agencies), with the goal of advancing science (not directly
the technologies), with a mix of full-time and part-time
participants all working on a portion of their employment
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II. THE NEEDS TO DEVEOP
NEW PROCESS METHODOLOGIES
Big data projects are springing up across various fields
and industries. However, Saltz [9] points out that little is
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known about the tool development methodologies, virtual
team processes, and short-term organizational framework in
order to facilitate, guide, and support big data projects
towards effective, productive, and successful outcomes. In
fact, Bird, Jones, and Kee [10, p. 41] maintain, “Researchers
form VOs [virtual organizations] to collaborate, share
resources, and access common datasets via the grid
infrastructure,” however, “[s]ometimes e-Science projects
fail not because of the technologies but because of problems
associated with organizing and managing grid
infrastructures through VOs” (p. 41). The sociotechnical
complexity captured by cyberinfrastructure as the platform,
virtual organization as the process, and e-science as the
enterprise presents a multifaceted case for studying big data
projects. In other words, cyberinfrastructure, virtual
organizations, and e-science are inextricably bound in big
data projects, which need new and innovative
methodologies to support them.
Saltz [9] argues that as big, heterogeneous, and multiscale data continues to grow at an exponential rate, there is
an increasing need to understand how to study and develop
project methodologies to support these big data projects.
Therefore, I argue that it is critical to develop a deep
understanding of three topics often overlooked by
organizational researchers of big data projects and escience. In this paper, I focus the discussion on the context
of e-science. In other words, the critical matters are most
salient during the design, development, adoption, use,
implementation, integration, and the ultimate diffusion of
computational tools for big data analytics, simulations,
visualizations, and mathematical modeling in science and
engineering research.
First, there is a need to categorize users of computational
tools in big data projects. By distinguishing the different
user groups, we can better identify their needs and unique
situations for designing project methodologies. Second,
there is a need to better theorize the relationship between
‘development and use,’ as well as the relationship between
‘technology and organizing’ in big data projects for escience. A more sophisticated and accurate perspective
would help identify strategies to develop innovative team
methodology and improve the virtual organizations for these
projects. Third, there is a need to focus on defining
organizational capacity and develop capacity building
strategies for the implementation and adoption of
computational tools in big data projects. While many
participants in these projects are highly motivated, the lack
of organizational capacity in various areas presents serious
threats to projects’ success. I will elaborate on the three
critical topics in the rest of the paper.
III.

CATEGORIZING THREE GROUPS OF
TECHNOLOGY USERS

Lee, Bietz, and Thayer [11] argue that the traditional
conceptualizations of technology ‘developers’ and ‘users’
do not fully capture the participants’ roles in e-science

projects and stakeholders of cyberinfrastructure systems. In
response to this argument, Kee and Browning [12, 13]
identify three groups of users of computational tools in big
data projects for e-science: scientist-developers, coproducers, and pure users of existing tools. First, scientistdevelopers are domain scientists who have mastered
knowledge and skills in computational science. They (along
with their post-docs, graduate and undergraduate students)
are able to develop prototype computational tools (with
varying qualities) to investigate their own research questions
in e-science. In this case, the developers of computational
tools and the users of early prototypes are the same people
in the big data projects. They fully understand the research
questions of the science and how big data will be used for
the analyses, while keeping in mind the possibilities and
limitations of the computational tools they develop.
However, due to the practical challenges in time and
background knowledge for mastering expertise in both
domain science and computational science, individuals who
are full-fledged scientist-developers are rare to find in
traditional academia. Most scientist-developers have
varying degrees of domain and computational expertise.
Second, co-producers are domain scientists who
collaborate with computational technologists on joint
projects that actively develop in-house and use custommade computational tools in big data projects. In fact, the
label of ‘co-producers’ applies to both the scientists as users
and technologists as developers because they have to
collaborate closely in the same projects. The computational
tools developed have no immediate users, except for the
domain scientists on the projects. The tools are often
developed to serve the niche computational needs of the
domain scientists involved. Without the scientific research
questions of these close knit users, the big data projects
would probably not have been funded by the NSF. This is
because NSF is charged to fund science (and today doing
science requires the appropriate technology), and often not
the technology for technology’s sakes [4]. Although the
label of ‘co-producers’ appears to suggest equal
participation from both the domain scientists and
computational technologists, often the co-production of
computational tools is ultimately for the purpose of
advancing the domain science funded in the big data
projects.
Third, pure users of existing tools are domain scientists
who simply adopt and use computational tools and
prototypes that either scientist-developers or co-producers
share with the scientific community in an open source
fashion. Many of the pure users do not know how to
develop a tool, and they do not have collaborators in
computational sciences to help them develop an in-house
custom tool. Majority of the computational tools developed
by the first two groups of users (i.e., scientist-developers
and co-producers) are open source, partly because the opensource philosophy sits well with the academic and scientific
computing community. Tools are open source also because
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NSF funding is tax payer’s money, thus, not appropriate to
help grantees develop proprietary and commercial tools for
personal financial gains. Furthermore, due to the short-term
nature of big data projects for e-science (i.e., often funded
for three to five years), the open source approach allows the
experimental tools to be adopted and further developed by
future new users, if these users find the prototypes useful
and/or fitting for their own e-science and big data projects.
However, these pure users come to the tools later, and
their adoption implies adaptation to the way the tools were
initially developed, and how subsequent scientists and
technologists shaped the tools as an open source
community. Their interaction with the tools is primarily
technology integration, but they do not always have prior
experience and tacit knowledge to successfully adopt and
integrate the tools. Moreover, they also have to take into
consideration the long-term improvement, sustainability,
and future diffusion of the tools before they heavily invest
in integrating the tools into their big data projects, as they
will depend on other users and developers to keep the tools
active and updated for use over time.
These three groups of users and stakeholders work in
cyberinfrastructure supported virtual organizations, but they
interface within groups and across groups through a range of
interpersonal and mass communication in person and via
communication technologies. Sometimes feedback from the
third group of pure users cycles back to the scientistdevelopers, contributing to the next iteration and revision of
the adopted tool. Some other time, a group of co-producers
(scientists and technologists) in a single VO may share a
new computational tool online with the scientific
community as an open-source technology, with the hope
that the tool will get picked up by other scientists within and
across scientific domains. When a scientist-developer leaves
his/her own tool behind and adopts this new tool, it may be
modified and improved by the scientist-developer and
his/her group. Therefore, in both examples, development
continues through the ongoing diffusion process.
An important aspect of the development and use of
computational tools is that they depend on the successful
formation and operation of effective virtual organizations
and big data projects that pull together dispersed scientists,
technologists, computational tools, big data, remote
instruments, and high-performance computing resources to
investigate new scientific questions that are not possible to
investigate in local and self-contained laboratories using
individual datasets and regular commercial computing
systems [14]. Due to the dynamic nature of the enabling
technologies described, these virtual organizations and big
data projects are also dynamic. In this paper, the
technologies and the virtual organizations are conceptualized
as mutually constitutive of each other; the technologies and
the virtual organizations cannot exist without the other, and it
is their co-occurrence that sustains their mutual existence in
big data projects. Therefore, the case of virtual organizations
in e-science presents an opportunity to consider the mutually
constitutive perspective to guide project methodologies.

THE MUTUALLY CONSTITUTIVE PERSPECTIVE

Leonardi [15] proposes a theoretically sophisticated and
empirically complex approach to study technology and
organizations as mutually constitutive. He argues that past
literature has inaccurately drawn a demarcation between
‘technological development and technological use’ at one
level, and ‘technology and organizing’ on another. These
two observations capture the essence of virtual
organizations surrounding big data projects for e-science.
These two false demarcations will be elaborated below.
A. Development and Use
First, Leonardi argues that the separation of
technological development (i.e., object) and technology use
(i.e., practice) separated by the act of implementation is
empirically misleading and theoretically disadvantageous.
The assumption that the development of a technology has
come to an end when its use in the organizational setting
begins at the point of implementation is a false assumption.
He states, “Mounting evidence to the contrary suggests that
treating implementation as a point at which the development
of a technology stops and its use begins is empirically
inaccurate” (p. 279). In fact, big data projects in science are
uniquely suited for studying how the development of
computational tools and their use take place simultaneously.
This first argument is true among all three categories of
users identified by Kee and Browning [12, 13]. For
independent scientist-developers, they simultaneously
develop their own computational tools while putting the
tools into use for their science. In this case, the developers
and the users are the same people. In the case of close knit
co-producers, both domain scientists as users and
computational technologists as developers remain in
constant communication about the design and
implementation of the computational tools in the same
funded big data projects. If they want to get renewing
funding for their projects, they need to demonstrate that
their computational tools are successfully developed to
serve the funded science. In these two cases, it is apparent
that technology development and technology use are tightly
bound, recursive, and occurring as simultaneous.
A slightly extended feedback cycle may be experienced
in the case of the third group, who are pure users of existing
computational tools. However, when they experience
difficulty, they often contact the developers and/or post their
questions in an online open forum to seek help from the
community of scientists as these tools are often open-source
technologies. Feedback and solutions will directly impact
the development and use of these existing tools. As soon as
updates and changes are released, they are being
implemented immediately by the larger community of users.
Therefore, the blurring boundary between technology
development and technology use is again true in this last
group of users.
In all three cases, the development and use of
computational tools in big data projects for e-science are
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mutually constitutive. Therefore, for big data projects for escience I argue alongside Leonardi’s position that to
conceptually draw an artificial line between development
and use demarcated by what he calls the implementation
line, is inaccurate. In big data projects, implementation
therefore should be conceptualized to link the simultaneous
development and use of computational tools in practice.
This argument has implications for big data project
methodologies in the sense that both users and developers
must recognize the need to work closely in sprints, an
approach similar to what Saltz [9] describes as agile
software development methodology. The developers need to
provide ongoing opportunities for users to test-use the
prototypes. Then the users need to put the tools to use
immediately, and provide the developers quick but useful
feedback. At this point, the developer takes the feedback
and creates the next version for testing. The iterative cycles
should occur promptly, and the iterative cycles should be
recognized and accepted as an inherent nature of big data
projects, not something to be resisted by project members.
Furthermore, developers should hold the mindset to have
a bias for actions – to give users an early prototype to test
and critique, so the prototype can be further adapted to the
actual needs and preferences of the immediate users.
Sharing a prototype-in-progress is better than perfecting the
tool well into the development, because if the tool does not
fully fit the immediate users’ needs and preferences, taking
a step back later will be impractical due to timeline and/or
budget. Then the tool will likely continue down a risky path
that further deviates from the immediate users simply for
reasons that could have been avoided by getting early
feedback.

supercomputing networks, big data, remote instruments,
communication technologies, human experts, etc. If we study
a computational tool in these big data projects, the units of
analysis include the tool, the scientist-developers, coproducers, and/or adopters, as well as their interactions with
the tool and with each other around and via the tool. If we
study the process of organizing enabled by
cyberinfrastructure, we once again will analyze the people
and their interactions with each other, via the tool in
distributed collaboration, and the tool. Therefore, the
mutually constitutive approach helps us recognize that the
sociotechnical elements of technology and organizing in big
data projects for e-science are entangled in a complex way.
By recognizing that the fundamental units of analysis are
people, objects, and interactions, big data project
methodologies can better focus on identifying the main
people and objects, and designing strategic interactions to
link the people and objects in productive ways. While the
people, objects, and interactions are important for
understanding cyberinfrastructure processes, organizational
capacity is critical for understanding cyberinfrastructure
diffusion.
V.

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY & CAPACITY BUILDING

Big data projects in science face a range of challenges
due to the complexity and scope of CI as an innovation.
Steward [16] defines CI as consisting of “computing
systems, data storage systems, advanced instruments and
data repositories, visualization environments, and people, all
linked together by software and high performance networks
to improve research productivity and enable breakthroughs
not otherwise possible”. In other words, CI is a complex
system, involving a diverse network of interdependent
technologies, remote instruments, big datasets, dispersed
experts, diverse institutions, etc. [14]. Because CI is
complex, involving a range of local and dispersed people,
objects, and interactions, the methodology to support big
data projects need to be sensitive to the sociotechnical
complexity. The methodologies need to be different from
approaching traditional projects that are brick-and-mortal
with co-located people, objects, and face-to-face
interactions. Understanding the complexity of CI is key.

B. Technology and Organizing
Second, Leonardi argues that researchers have
conceptually separated technology and organizing by
mistake. When we study technologies in organizations or
organizations supported by technologies, both constitute the
same set of objects, people, and interactions. For example,
when we look at a technology in an organization, the units
of analysis include the object, and the people working with
the object, and the people working with each other around
or via the object. Similarly, when we look at the
organization and the process of organizing enabled by
technologies, the units of analysis include the people
interacting with each other around the technology,
interacting through the object, and the object itself.
Therefore, by studying the objects, people, and interactions,
we can fully understand the relationship between technology
and organizing. This perspective is especially suitable for
studying virtual organizations in e-science as sociotechnical
systems.
This second argument is again true in the case of big data
projects for e-science, as these projects are often sustained by
virtual organizations supported by cyberinfrastructure
resources, along with its computational tools,

A. Cyberinfrastructure as a Multi-Dimensional Innovation
Traditional innovation diffusion literature has tended to
focus on studying a technology-based innovation as simply
a material object for adoption and use. CI represents a new
generation of innovations that is multi-dimensional, in that
it involves the material objects (such as networks, hardware,
software, big data, etc.), organizational practices (such as
co-production of project-driven computational tools,
distributed collaboration of multi-disciplinary experts, etc.),
and philosophical ideologies (such as the belief that
mathematical modeling, computer simulation, and
computational visualization of big data is as valid a research
approach as the traditional theoretical and experimental
approaches, the belief that developing computational tools is
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fundamental to the conduct of science with big data, etc.).
Thus, the case of CI’s multi-dimensionality presents an
opportunity to create innovative project methodologies for
big data.
B. Cyberinfrastructure as a Dynamic Innovation
Furthermore, CI’s implementation and diffusion,
especially the computational tools embedded in the larger
platform, is not well understood. Traditional innovation
diffusion literature has tended to focus on studying static
innovations (i.e., pre-designed, mass-produced, bought offthe-shelf, and used-as-instructed after full product
development, so the technologies remain static while the
adopting organizations undergo new changes during
implementation) within a social system. This traditional
assumption can be seen as the result of the mistake Leonardi
pointed out – technology development is assumed to have
come to an end when technology use begins in
organizations. However, computational tools represent a
new generation of technologies that are dynamic, in that
they are user-driven, custom-made, produced on demand,
permanently beta, and more importantly, being put to use
while simultaneously being developed in CI-enabled virtual
organizations, which constantly co-evolve along with the
technologies.
According to the paper by Saltz [9], based on studies
that he reviewed, more than 50% of big data projects never
get completed. He states, in fact, many more big data
projects fail to achieve their project objectives. In e-science,
big data project methodologies should be conceptualized not
simply to consider how to ‘run’ a big data project, but to
also assess and build organizational capacity in order to
support the multi-dimensional (i.e., material objects,
organizational practices, and philosophical ideologies) and
dynamic (i.e., user-driven, custom-made, produced on
demand, permanently beta, and being implemented in coevolving virtual organizations) natures of CI.
While many participants in big data projects are highly
motivated, the lack of organizational capacity in various
areas present serious threats to projects’ success. These
areas include, but not limited to, stable funding,
empowering policy, domain knowledge, computational
expertise, technology training, high performance computing
resources, collaboration technology skills, communication
competence, personnel and human resources, critical
support, etc. Furthermore, the organizational capacity
necessary for big data projects are not geographically
bound. Instead, they have to be appropriate for virtual
organizations, making them unique as ‘virtual
organizational capacity’ (VOC). Once an area (or more) of
VOC is identified as lacking, strategic capacity building
activities should be implemented in the big data project
methodology to increase the VOC of the projects.
Linking the argument of VOC back to the three groups
of users discussed earlier, the following observations can be
made. First, scientist-developers require the capacity of

stable funding in order to sustain an appropriate period of
technology development and use. Moreover, they need the
capacity of computational expertise to enhance the big data
projects. Both of these capacity factors are often
compromised due to their dual roles, as they have to selfteach and then keep up with computational sciences in
addition to keeping up with their own domain sciences.
Second, co-producers (or co-producing users) need the
capacity of communication competence to help them
articulate their tool requirements to developers. The coproducing developers need the capacity of domain
knowledge to understand the science being served by the
tool they design. Users’ communication competence and
developers’ domain knowledge are essential for facilitating
coherent goals, mutual understanding, and collaborative
culture in the projects.
Third, pure users of existing tools need the capacity of
technology training and critical support to integrate a tool
into their existing science, workflow, and infrastructure. For
example, a computational tool developed by a group of
scientist-developers in one VO may diffuse to another VO
of pure users, as they simply adopt the existing tool. If these
adopters do not possess sufficient capacity of technology
training and critical support to implement the tool, the
project will not likely succeed. Finally, all three groups need
the capacity of empowering policy, high performance
computing resources, personnel and human resources, and
collaboration technology skills. Effective big data project
methodologies needs to be sensitive to the range of factors
that constitute VOC, so the methodologies can be designed
to cater to the unique needs, challenges, and situations of
each user group.
VI.

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS

In this paper, I advanced a few arguments about the
sociotechnical complexity of big data projects for e-science.
First, it is important to distinguish among the different
groups of users in big data projects. More specifically, they
are the scientist-developers, co-producers, and pure users of
existing tools. Understanding their unique roles,
backgrounds, prior experiences, needs, and situations would
help in developing project methodologies appropriate to
these differences.
Second, I presented the case of big data projects in which
virtual organizations are formed to pull together a diverse
range of people, objects, and interactions. More specifically,
I explained the ways in which big data projects involve the
simultaneous co-occurrence of technology development and
use, as well as technology and virtual organizing. These two
points suggest that project methodologies should design
iterative interactions among a set of people and objects,
likely via technological and digital connections.
Third, I defined cyberinfrastructure as a multidimensional and dynamic innovation, with which virtual
organizations for e-science also co-evolve along with
cyberinfrastructure. Project methodologies should involve
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assessing the virtual organizational capacity of big data
projects and implement strategic capacity building activities
to increase projects’ likelihood of producing the intended
outcomes. More specifically, capacity assessment and
capacity building should involve supporting the material
objects, organizational practices, and philosophical
ideologies necessary to design, implement, and integrate
cyberinfrastructure and big data for e-science.
Given the discussion above, I propose that the following
research questions to guide future explorations of big data
projects for e-science:
• How may agile practices (between technology
development and use) be adapted to support big
data projects?
• How can ‘mutual constitutiveness’ between
technology and organizing in big data projects be
empirically characterized?
• What specific types/factors of organizational
capacity must be developed in order to enable
successful operation of big data projects?
• How can specific types of organizational capacity
be conceptualized and operationalized for
organizational assessment?
• How can virtual organizations for big data projects
be helped in understanding where they are lacking
in capacity?

to use while simultaneously being developed in the
respective virtual organizations, which constantly co-evolve
along with the technologies. The organizational capacity
necessary to support such dynamism is critical for all big
data projects, not just those in e-science involving
cyberinfrastructure.
Finally, as in the case of scientist-developers, data
scientists may be required to play the dual role of domain
experts (as users of big data for specific domain
applications) and computational analysts (as programmers
and experts in making sense of data at the computational
level) simultaneously. Given the dual roles, the ability to
garner sufficient organizational capacity across the levels of
materials, behaviors, and ideologies present perhaps one of
the most critical, if not the most critical, challenge(s).
Projects can fail because ‘domain expert-computational
analysts’ simply cannot keep up with the demand of
maintaining two full time careers concurrently.
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